Digital Tire Monitoring.
Anytime. Anywhere.

ContiConnect™ Live – get tire information regardless of the vehicle’s location.

Get all the information you need about the tire condition of your trucks and trailers. Fleet managers gain highly accurate temperature and pressure data from inside the tire as well as mileage and tread depth prediction options. The information is available in real time and provides unprecedented convenience and flexibility.

Your Business
Your vehicles are out on the road, and some trailers are even left unhooked. How to control the tire pressure of all your vehicles? Get to know the intelligent tire management solution ContiConnect™ Live to ensure road safety, low maintenance costs, and fuel savings.

Our Solution
The solution can transmit data regarding pressure, temperature and mileage to your web portal. Monitor your trucks and even freestanding trailers in real time on your PC, tablet, or smartphone – no matter where they are.

Your Benefits
React immediately to urgent situations thanks to 24/7 real-time tire monitoring. Check exactly where your truck or trailer is. The battery-powered units ensure data transmission for four weeks and provide you with GPS information, mileage, pressure and temperature data.
Your highway to the cloud

## Data collection
ContiConnect™ Live is accessible either via the ContiConnect Driver App with Bluetooth dongle or the Continental Telematic Unit.

## Data transmission
ContiConnect™ Live transmits real-time sensor data over-the-air to the Continental backend.

## Data stream
All data are displayed in the drivers’ cabin when using the Bluetooth dongle and transmitted to the Continental backend as well.

### How it works

- **Tire Sensor Central Control Unit**
- **Android based Telematics or Mobile Device**
- **Bluetooth Dongle**
- **Secure tire intelligence in the cloud: the Continental backend**
- **Over-the-air data transfer to Continental backend**
- **Optionally, data is accessible to both the driver and the fleet manager**
- **Tire information in Web Portal, app or desktop application and reception of e-mail and SMS notification**